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New Video from The Wiley Ones! 

 
“Shallow Water”  

The Wiley Ones recently premiered their video for “Shallow Water”, the fifth official video from their 2012 album 

Kill It With Love. The video is a montage of footage shot during the last two years while The Wiley Ones have 

toured extensively across the country. In that time The Wiley Ones have supported Flogging Molly, Slightly 

Stoopid, Pepper, The Dirty Heads, Roger Clyne and The Peacemakers and The Roots. The video also includes 

footage from Hempfest during which 80,000 people attended and clips of the good times from The Wiley Ones 

travels including Rocky Point Mexico, Seattle Washington, Los Angeles, CA, San Diego California, and their 

hometown Phoenix, AZ. 

Members of The Wiley Ones include Sam Wiley (lead vocals/guitar), Jay Nottingham (bass/vocals), Josh Montag 

(drums) and Phelan Parker (Saxophone/DJ /Vocals).  The video compilation directed by Matty Steinkamp clearly 

displays the run of fun that The Wiley Ones have had over recent years including underwater shots at a recent 

cocktail party where the members swam and performed in full on suits. “We wanted to give our fans a glimpse 

into our personalities, as well give them an inside look on our live performances, back stage experiences and 

behind the scenes tour footage,” Wiley said.  “We had a ton of b-roll footage we needed to share.   We 

had hoped it could connect people more with the songs meaning, which is no matter what life throws at 

you, we must enjoy it and learn to separate ourselves from the shallowness that comes with everyday modern 

society.” 

The song itself is the perfect representation of The Wiley Ones vibe and message, which is their alchemical process 

of turning negativity into positive sunshine. “The song is about not wanting to hang out with shallow people any 

more.  It was originally born from a bad break up and negative friendships which in turn led to a 

transformation of self and eradicating negative people from your life,” Sammy said. “It's about wanting to 

spend ones time with more authentic people that you can talk in deeper conversations with.   Although the 
inspiration was born from a negative situation, I wanted transform the negative energy I was 
feeling into a grateful upbeat vibe geared towards good friends, families, music, touring and 

performing. “ 

This is the fifth in a series of videos for the Kill It With Love album, in the near future, there will be a video for 

every track on the album. You may notice in the video that the members of the band are sporting SOLO sunglasses, 

which in addition to looking cool, are also a part of the bands commitment to charity. SOLO Eyewear 

(www.soloeyewear.com) is a unique line of hybrid bamboo sunglasses. Each pair purchased funds a pair of 

prescription eyeglasses and a portion of a sight saving eye surgery. 

OFFICIAL MUSIC VIDEO:  http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4v0ymrbZDXs 

Youtube:  www.youtube.com/no7kid 

Kill it with Love on iTunes: https://itunes.apple.com/us/album/kill-it-with-love/id502024850 

Facebook:  www.FaceBook.com/TheWileyOne 
Twitter: www.twitter.com/thewileyone 
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Sam Wiley  
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